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Abstract. Gilbert Baumslag has shown that the standard wreath product of A by

B is nilpotent if and only if A and B are /»-groups for the same prime /», A is nilpotent

of bounded exponent and B is finite. L. Kaloujnine and Marc Krasner have shown

that the standard (unrestricted) wreath product of A by B contains an isomorphic copy

of every group G which is an extension of A by B. Thus it follows that any extension

subject to the above condition on A and B is nilpotent. In this paper, the author gives

an explicit characterization of the terms of the lower central series of a semidirect

product W of an abelian group by an arbitrary group. He then establishes a formula

for an upper bound on the nilpotency class of tFwhen W is a semidirect product of an

abelian /»-group X of bounded exponent by a finite /»-group B. This new bound is given

in terms of the exponent of X and the cycle structure of the factor groups of the lower

central series of B.

1. Introduction. From the results of Gilbert Baumslag [1] and L. Kaloujnine

and Marc Krasner [3] it follows that a sufficient condition that an extension group

W of X by B be nilpotent is that X and B are /»-groups for the same prime p, X is

nilpotent of bounded exponent, and B is finite. It is the object of this paper to

establish the best possible upper bound on the nilpotency class of the general

semidirect product of X by B where X is an abelian group of exponent pn +1 and B

is a finite/»-group. After the preliminaries of §2 an explicit characterization of the

lower central series of these semidirect products is formulated in §3. This

characterization is then utilized in §4 to establish the new upper bound on the

nilpotency class. This upper bound generalizes the formula given by Liebeck [4] for

the nilpotency class of the standard wreath product of two abelian /»-groups and

substantially improves the bound given by Scruton [7] for the more general case

of the standard wreath product of two /»-groups.

2. Preliminaries. If gx,..., gn are elements of a group G, then (gx,..., gn)

denotes a commutator element of length n in G. If / is a positive integer, then

(gi, tg2) denotes the commutator (gx, g2,..., g2) with g2 appearing as an entry t

times. The following commutator identities are well known.

(2.1)   (i) (x, yz) = (x, z)(x, y)(x, y, z),

(ii) (xy, z) = (x, z)(x, z, y)(y, z).
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If G is any group, then Zt(G), i = 0, 1,2,..., and C(0, /'= 1, 2, 3,..., denote the

upper and lower central series of G respectively. An arbitrary ascending central

series is denoted A: GQ<GX<G2< • ■ ■. For information on these and other

normal series see Philip Hall [2].

If W is an extension of X by 5, then X is assumed to be a normal subgroup of W

and W\X%B. If /and / are specified elements, fe A" and t an element of a trans-

versal T of X in W, then, following the simplified notation of Liebeck [4] for

wreath products, /=/''. In case IF is a semidirect product of X by 5, then 5 is

assumed to be a subgroup of W and F is replaced by 5 itself.

The following lemma is a generalization of Liebeck [4, Lemma 3.1]. There is a

slight correction in the sign of certain exponents, however this correction does not

affect the divisibility properties discussed in Theorem 2.4. Theorem 2.4 follows

from Liebeck [4, Theorem 4.3] and is a generalization of Liebeck [4, Corollary 4.4].

Lemma 2.2. Let W be an extension of the abelian group X by the group B and let

fe X and b e T. Then

if rb) = f] fm - f\fkWifM\ b')    where k(i) = (- l)r«(¡Y
j=0 (=0 "/

Corollary 2.3. If W,f and b are as in Lemma 2.2, then

if, m = if, b»') n pmipw\ b%  p odd,
1=1

= f\f b2') Y\f2mif2m, b>), p = 2,
i = i

where pt(i) = k(i) = (—l)"'+ 'Qf) for p an odd or even prime.

Theorem 2.4. Iffe XandbeTare as in Lemma 2.2 and iff has order dividing

pk, then

(i) (/ rb) = \ for rZpk + n(p-l)pk~1, and

(ii) (/ rb) has order dividingpt for tfín andr^pk + (n — t)(p—l)pk~1.

3. The lower central series of certain semidirect products. Lemma 3.1 gives a

generalization of [7, Lemma 4.1] and is easily verified using the definition of

commutator elements and the identities of (2.1).

Lemma 3.1. Let W be an extension of the abelian group X by the group 5. Let

g, gt e W, x, x0, x¡ e Xand wi=gixifor i=l,..., s. Then

(i) ig,x) = ix-\g),

(ii) (x0, gx) = (x0, g) and (xx„, g) = (x, g)(x0, g), and

(iii) (xx0, wx,..., ws) = (x, gx,.. .,gs)(x0, gx,.. .,gs).

Lemma 3.2. If W is an extension of the abelian group X by the group B, T is a

transversal of X in W, and tx, t2eT and xx, x2 6 X, then (txxx, t2x2) e Wi2) has the

expansion

(h, t2)(x2\ tx)(x2\ tx, (tx, ?2))(x2-1, (tx, t2))(xx\ (tx, t2))(xx, t2).
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Proof. Expand by the identities of (2.1) and apply Lemma 3.1.

Theorem 3.3. If W is a semidirect product of the abelian group X by the group B,

then for 13:2

rVU) = Ba)fl(X,Bik),(t-l-k)B).
k = l

Proof. Lemma 3.2 gives the result for t = 2 immediately. Assume Wm =

Bm UÍ-Á (X, Bm, (t- 1 -k)B) for t^2 and consider W(l + X) = (Wa), W). If A(i) e Ba)

and c e Y\ï~=\ (X, Bm, (t- 1 -k)B), then for bx e W,

(bmc, bx) = (bm, b)(x-\ bm)(x~\ A([), (A(i), b))(X-\ (A(t), b))(c~\ (A((), b))(c, A).

But then (A(i), A) e Bu+X) and hence the first four factors of (A(i)c, Ax) from A'are in

(X, BU)) since c'1 e X. Further (c, A) 6 Ui'A (X, Bm, (t- l-k)B, B) by Lemma

3.1(h), and hence

U + D-l

(A(f)c, bx) e Bu+X) (X, Bm, (t+l-l -k)B).
fe = i

Corollary 3.4. If W is a semidirect product of an abelian group X by a nilpotent

group B of class L and t^L+l, then

Ww = Y\(X,BM,(t-\-k)B).
Jc = l

The next corollary gives an explicit characterization of the groups which are the

intersection of the terms of the lower central series of the standard wreath product

with its base group denoted by Dr in Meldrum [5, Lemma 2.4].

Corollary 3.5. Let W=A Wr B be the standard wreath product of the abelian

group A by the group B. Let D = AB denote the base group. Then Dr=Wr n D

= Uu-J-x(D,Bik),(r-\-k)B).

4. An upper bound for the nilpotency class of certain semidirect products. In this

section a new upper bound for the class of a semidirect product of an abelian

/»-group of bounded exponent by a finite /»-group is calculated. Definition 4.2

establishes the parameters of the finite /»-group that are to be used in calculating

this bound.

Lemma 4.1. Let B be a finite nilpotent group and let A : B0<BX< ■ ■ • <Bt = B be

any central series of B. Then F¡/F¡ _ x £ Cm(i>1) x • • • x Cm(i-r(i)) where Cm(ji3) denotes a

cyclic group of order m(i,j) and m(i,j+l) divides m(i,j). r(i) denotes the rank of

B¡IBi_x. If{bi¡x,..., Aiir(i)} is an independent set of generators of B¡ modulo B¡_xfor

i= 1,..., t, then each element b e B has a unique expression of the form

t    i «o \
b = n n(K¡ya'fí>  os«(,-,j)<m(i,j).

i = l   \i=l /
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Proof. Straightforward induction on t and the Fundamental Theorem for

Finite Abelian Groups.

Definition 4.2. If 5 is a finite nilpotent group, A is a central series of length t

of 5, and {bul,..., bi¡Hi)}, i= 1,..., t, is as described in Lemma 4.1, then 5(A) =

Ui-i {b¡.i, • • •> bi,rii)} is called a representation set for 5 with respect to A. If 5 is a

finite /7-group, which is now assumed unless specifically stated otherwise, then the

factor groups of A are internal direct products of cyclic subgroups of descending

prime power order. If

5i/5,_1 ~ Cp(i>1, x ■ ■ ■ x Cp(iiI.(1))

where the p(i, _/)'s indicate the descending powers of the specified prime number/?,

then we make the following definitions dependent upon A :

r«)

\ = 2 0>('» ■/')-!).       '- h-.,t,
1 = 1

and

A(XX, ...,XS)=2 ( f]   />('. 1))*.+*.        1 á s á t.

The multivariable linear polynomials A(XX,..., Xs) are dependent upon the

exponents of the factor groups of A and the A¡ are dependent upon the cycle

structure of the respective factor groups of A.

Definition 4.3. Let IF be a semidirect product of the abelian group X by the

finite nilpotent group 5. If 5(A) is a representation set of 5 with respect to the

central series A of 5, then the commutator c = (fdx,...,ds),fEX and

dx,...,dsE 5(A) is called a special commutator (s.c.) of W with respect to 5(A).

If c is a special commutator of W with at least p(i0,j0) consecutive entries of the

element bioJa appearing as the final entries of c, then c(i0,j0) denotes the special

commutator formed from c by deleting the last p(i0, j0) entries of c.

Definition 4.4. Let W, X, 5 and 5(A) be as in Definition 4.3 where A has

length L. If/e X and bx,..., bQe B, then c = (f bx,..., ô„) e rV(Q+X) is said to

satisfy the F-tuple of nonnegative integers (ax,..., aL) if for each s= 1,..., L there

is at least 2? = i ai entries in c from the sth term of A. For 1 ̂  m ̂  L, c satisfies

(ax,..., am) if c satisfies (ax,..., am, 0,..., 0).

The next lemma, in view of Theorem 3.3, allows one to calculate an upper bound

on the class of W by considering certain special commutators.

Lemma 4.5. Let W, X, 5, andR(A) be as in Definition 4.3. Iffe Xandbx,.. .,bqeB

such that c = (/ bx,..., bQ) satisfies (ax,..., am), then c is expressible as a product of

special commutators with respect to 5(A) such that each has first entry fe X and

satisfies (ax,. ..,am).

Proof. The proof is accomplished by first expressing each bt in terms of its

representation with respect to 5(A) and then applying the identities of (2.1) and

Lemma 3.1.
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The following lemma gives an equation for rearranging the entries from B in

special commutators and facilitates the commutator calculations to follow.

Lemma 4.6. Let W be a semidirect product of the abelian group X by the group B

withfe X and bx, b2 e B. Then ifc = (bx 1, b2 *),

(f bx, b2) = (/, c)(f c, bx)(f c, b2)(f c, b2, bx)(f b2, bx).

Proof. If c = (bx1, b^1), then bxb2 = cb2bx. By the identities of (2.1) and Lemma

3.1

(fbxb2) = (fb2)(f,bx)(fbx,b2)

and

(/, cb2bx) = (/, bx)(f, b2)(f, b2, bx)(f c)(f c, b2)(f c, bx)(f c, b2, bx).

Therefore, since all factors are in XS W, the factors commute and the result

follows.

Lemma 4.7. Let B be a finite p-group with central series A and let A(XX,..., Xs),

l^s^L, be the polynomial functions defined in (4.2). If(ax,..., as) is any tuple of

integers, then

A(ax,..., aja)+1,..., aji2)-1,..., aK3)-l,..., as) ^ A(ax,..., as)

forj(l)<j(2)^j(3) (ifj(2)=j(3), replace aK2)-\ by aji2)-2).

Proof.

A(au ..., ajlX)+1,..., aji2)— 1,..., ajim— 1,..., as)

= A(ax,...,as)+   f]    fO', l)-(   Ó    F(U)+    fl    P(l>1))

Since7(1) <j(2) S/(3J and p(j(l) +1,1)^2,

IÎ   P(i,l)-l   fl    P(',l)+   fl   /'('.»))

^ n p(u)-2 n P(i, i)^o.

«3)H

i = «l) + l i=/(2) + l

The last two lemmas together with Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 4.5 establish the

following theorem.

Theorem 4.8. If c = (fdx,..., d¡, di+x,..., dQ), d{ e Bs, is a s.c. in W satisfying

(ax,..., as), l^s^L, then c = (f,dx,...,di + x,du..., dQ) times a product of s.c.'s

having fas the initial entry and satisfying

(ax,.. .,at+l,.. .,as.k-l,...,as-l)   ifdi+1eBs_k,

(4.8.1) (ax,...,at+l,...,as-2) ifdi+xeBs,

(ax,...,at,...,as-x + l,as-l) ifdt+l eBs+k.
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Furthermore, if(ax,..., af) is any one of the s-tuples of (4.8.1), then

A(ax,.. .,af) > A(ax,..., as)   and
(4.8.2)

Ma*,-. -, a*-x) > A(ax, ...,as.x).

Lemma 4.9. Let W be a semidirect product of an abelian group X by a finite p-

group 5 with central series A. Iffe X has order dividing pn + l and bx,..., bm are

elements of B such that the commutator c = (f bx,..., bm) satisfies

(Xx + (n-t)(p-l)p(l,l)p-í + l,0,...,0),       Oút ún,

then c is a product of elements of X of orders dividing p*.

Proof. By Lemma 4.6, since BxçZ(B), c may be expressed in the form

(/, &(l)*i,i, ■ • -, k(r(i))bx,H», dx,..., dq)

with 2?}\k(i)^Xx + (n-t)(p-l)p(l, l)p~1+l. Thus, by Lemma 3.1, the proof

will be complete if we show the special commutator

c* =(f,k(l)bx,x,...,k(r(l))bx,ra))

has order dividing p* whenever

2 k(j(i)) ï J iPiUJii))-l) + in-t)ip-l)pil, l)p~'+l
¡=i (=i

for any subset {j(l),.. -,j(u)} of {1,..., r(l)}. The procedure is by induction on n

as follows.

If n = 0, then some bXJUo), 1^/0 = M» must appear as an entry in c* at least

p(l,Jiio)) times and by Lemma 4.6 all entries equal bXJ<¡0} may be assumed to follow

/in the commutator c*. Then by Corollary 2.3, (/ pil,Jiio))bXja0))= 1 and hence it

follows that c*= 1. This establishes the result for « = 0 since 0^/^«.

Assume the result for all commutator elements c having/e X of order dividing

ps + 1, s^n, whenever

2 ku(i)) ̂  2 iPii,jiO)-i)+is-t)iP-i)Pii, \)p-i+\.
i = l i = l

Now let c be a special commutator element with/e X of order dividing pn + 2 and

with

u u

2 k(j(i)) ̂  2 (f(i.7(0)-i) + («+i-t)ip- 1M1, ifr-i + i
i=l f=l

for some subset {j(l),.. .,y'(")}-{F- • -, r(l)}. Again, some entry bx¡Ma) of c* =

if, kil)bx¡x,..., A:(r(l))èlir(1)) must occur as an entry at least pil,jii0)) times and

we choose r(/0) such that

p(l,j(i0))-l+(t(i0)-l)(p-l)p(l,j(i0))p-i < k(j(i0))

= PihlVo))- l+t(i0)(p-l)p(l,j(i0))p-\
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By Lemma 4.6,

c* = (f k(j(i0))bx,m), k'(\)bx,x,..., k'(r(\))bx,rm)

where k'(i) = k(i), i^j(i0), and k'(j(i0)) = 0. Then, by Theorem 2.4, (/, k(j(i0))bXMo))

is an element of X of order dividing p(n + 2)"1(io). Since p(\, l)^p(l,j(i0)),

1j = i k'(j'(i)),j'(i)=j(i) for l¿í'</0 and/((')=y(/+l) for /0</á«-l, is greater

than or equal to 2?=í (AhJV))- !) + ((« + 1 -t(i0))-t)(p-\)p(l, Up^ + l.

Therefore the result follows by the induction hypotheses since t(i0) ̂  1.

Theorem 4.10. Let W, X, B, A, and f be as given in Lemma 4.9. Ifbx,.. .,bmare

elements of B and c — (fbx,..., bm) satisfies (ax,..., as), \^s¿¡L, such that for

some t, 0 ¿ t î£ n,

A(ax,..., as) ä A(Alf..., Xs) + (n-t)(p- l)p(l, l)/»"1 ftpO, 1)+1,
1 = 2

then c is a product of elements of X of orders dividing /»'.

Proof. The proof is by induction on n and s. The result is first verified for all s

when n = 0, then assuming the theorem for a given «ä0 and all s, the result is

verified for n+l and s, l<s^L.

For « = 0, t = 0, and the conclusion is equivalent to showing each such com-

mutator is 1. For 5=1, Lemma 4.9 gives the result and we assume c=l for all c

satisfying the conditions of the hypothesis for « = 0 and a given Ss£l. Then, if c

satisfies the hypothesis for s+ 1, we may assume c satisfies

(4.10.1) (ax,...,as,jp(s+\, 1) + AS+1 + 1)

where

A(ax, ...,as) = A(XX, ...,XS) -j,       0 ^ y á A(XX,..., Xs),

and has at least As+1+1 entries from Bs+X — Bs when 7 = 0. The justification for

n = 0 is now completed by induction on y.

If c satisfies (4.10.1) for/=0, then some As+liJo must appear as an entry at least

p(s +1, jo) times. Then by Theorem 4.8 and the induction hypothesis for s, c is equal

to a special commutator c' having the same entries as c but having all entries equal

to *s+i,jo appearing last. Now by Corollary 2.3, since/has order dividing/»,

c' = ms+\;jo),&,+xjj,*ii*¿).

Therefore c', and thus c, is equal to 1 since (As+1.y0)p(s + 1,,o) e Bs. Using the in-

ductive assumption forja 0 in place of the induction hypothesis for s in the above

argument gives the conclusion for ally and thus completes the proof for n = 0.

We now assume the theorem for all special commutators with/of order dividing

pn + 1 and observe that Lemma 4.9. gives the desired conclusion for special com-

mutators having/of order dividingpn + 2 and 5= 1. Thus, we assume the divisibility
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condition for all special commutators with the order of/dividing/?71"1"2 and satisfying

the conditions of the hypothesis for a given iè 1, l^s^L— 1. Then, if c satisfies

the hypothesis for s+l, we may assume c satisfies

(4.10.2) (ax, ...,as,jp(s+l, 1) + AS+1 + 1)

where

A(ax,.. .,as) = A(XX,..., Xs) + (n+l-t)(p-l)p(l, l)/?"1 !!/?(/, l)-j,
¡ = 2

8S:/Í A(XX,..., Xs) + (n+l-t)(p-l)p(l, l)p-lYlpii, 1),
i = 2

and has at least As+1 + 1 entries from Bs+X — Bs wheny'=0. Again we proceed by

induction on/ If/=0, then some bs+XJo must appear at least p(s +1, j0) times as an

entry of c and by Theorem 4.8 and the induction hypothesis for «+1 and s, c is

equal to a product of elements of X of orders dividing /?' times a special commutator

c' having the same entries as c but having all entries equal to bs+x¡io appearing as

its final entries. Then, by Corollary 2.3 for p an odd prime,

P(8 + 1.J0)-1

c' = (c'(s+ l,j0), (bs+XJors + 1^) c'(s+l,joyk™(c'is+ l,JoYk<m\ b?+1,i0).
m=l

Since (A+i,y0)I'<s+1'/o> e Bs, the first factor is a product of elements of X of orders

dividing/?' by the inductive assumption for s. By Lemma 3.1, if c'(s+1, j0)pk(m) has

order dividing/?', then so does (c'(s+l,j0)pkim\ b™+XJo). Now c'(s +1, j0)pk{m), by

Lemma 3.1, is a special commutator with first entry fk(m) and satisfies

(d, ■ ■ -, as, As+1 +1 — p(s+1,jo)). Then since/pWm) has order dividingpn + 1, we are

done if t = n+1. Otherwise, t^n and

A(ax,...,as, Xs+1+l-p(s+l,j0))

= A(ax,...,as)p(s+1, l) + As+1 + l-/?(s+l,y0)

P(s+l,l)\A(Xx,...,Xs) + (n+l-t)(p-l)p(l, I)/?"1 Y]p(i,l)

+ Xs+x+l-p(s+l,j0)

^ A(A1,...,As+1) + («-0(F-l)F(l,l)F-1fÍ/'(/, 1)+1.
i = 2

Therefore, by the induction hypothesis for n and any s, l^s^L, c'(s+ l,y'0)pWm) is

a product of elements of X of orders dividing /?'. The proof by induction on /

follows by replacing the inductive assumption for n+\ and s by the inductive

assumption fory'^O in the statements of the last argument. Also, the case/? = 2

requires no special attention because of the similarity of the expressions in Corollary

2.3 and its use in the above argument.
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Theorem 4.11. If W is a semidirect product of an abelian group X of exponent

pn + 1 by a finite p-group B of class L and A: B0<BX < ■ ■ ■ <BL = Ga+X)<Ga)< ■ ■ ■

< G(1) is the lower central series of B, then

Cl (W) fk A(XX,..., XL) + n(p- l)p(l, I)/?"1 fl p(i, 1)+ 1
( = 2

where Xt, /= 1,..., L, and A(XX,..., XL) are as defined by Definition 4.2.

Proof. Let 9= A(A1;..., XL) + n(p-l)p(\, l)p~y ]~}l=2p(i, 1)+1. Then by Corol-

lary 3.4 there is a set of generators of Wiq+X) such that each generator satisfies

(0,..., 1, 0,..., q — A), an L-tuple with 1 in the Ath coordinate, 1 S A á L. Thus each

generator must be the identity element by Theorem 4.10 since

L

A(0,...,l,0,...,q-k) = p(i,l)+q-k
i=L-k+2

^ pL-a-k + 2) + i+q_k = pk-i+q_k ^ q    for all k

The following example illustrates the improvement of Theorem 4.11 over the

upper bound of Scruton [7, Lemma 4.6] which was calculated for wreath products

a special type of semidirect product.

Example 4.12. Let A be an abelian group of exponent pn + 1 and B the relatively

free nilpotent group of class 3, generated by three elements, and of exponent p.

Then (see [6, Lemma 31.61])

Bav"(,2) =i Cpx Cpx Cp,

B(2)/BiZ) ̂  CpxCpX Cp,   and

■"(3); "(4) = Cp x L-p x Cp x Cp x Cp x Cp x Cp x Cp.

Let Wbe the standard wreath product of A by B (see [1], [4], or [7]). Then Wisa

semidirect product of an abelian group of exponent pn + 1 by B and hence by

Theorem 4.11

Cl(W) S A(8(p-l),3(p-l),3(p-l)) + n(p-l)p2+l

= ((n + 8)/?2 + 3/» + 3)(/»-l) + l.

The upper bound given by Scruton [7, Lemma 4.6] would be np12(2p— 1) since the

order of B is /»14.

The author expresses his gratitude to Professor Paul M. Weichsel, his Ph.D.

Thesis Advisor, for having suggested this topic for research study.
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